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 In his biography of Lilian Baylis, Richard Findlater concludes, “I can’t help feeling that the most 
remarkable ... of all the talents at large in the British theatre between 1900 and 1940 ... was Lilian Mary Baylis. 
She had so much against her; she had, it would seem, so little to give; yet she gave abundantly, invaluably and 
incomparably, as a mother of a national theatre, a national opera, and a national ballet.”1  Findlater’s argument 
here is that three of England’s major cultural institutions - the National Theatre, the English National Opera, and 
the Royal Ballet - were direct descendants of Lilian Baylis’ work. Some critics think that Baylis’s importance is 
overstated, but it is hard to dismiss her indefatigable devotion to preserving and promoting her companies at the 
Old Vic and later at Sadler’s Wells. The crises that arose continuously and led many of her associates to advocate  
abandoning  these theatres served only as challenges to her,  and she invariable prevailed against enormous odds 
and saw her companies become increasingly valued. Edward J. Dent writes: “Miss Baylis was for many people a 
most difficult person to get on with, but [she was the only one] who could hold those two ... theaters ... firmly 
together.”2  
 Baylis had almost no qualifications for theatrical management. In fact, she knew virtually nothing about 
theatre or the other arts except what she gained from  performance  experience  as  a  teenager  in  variety  
entertainment with members of her family.  During  her  performing years,  she was best known for playing the 
banjo while skipping rope. But I would venture that much of Baylis’s success can be attributed to her ignorance 
both about the theatre of the past and that of her own time. During her years as a manager, she did not associate 
with other managers, she almost never attended any theatres other than her own, and she was suspicions of 
audiences other than those to whom she catered - people whom she considered to be quite different from those who 
attended London’s more fashionable West End theatre. Yet she spent some 40 years in the theatre and her theatres 
came to be considered among the most important in England. 
 Baylis grew up in a lower middle class family and received an education typical for those of her class. An 
accident when she was a teenager left her with her mouth twisted to one side. Eileen Beldon, an actress who went 
to audition for a job at the Old Vic in 1918, has left this visual description of Baylis: “Large; ugly; red face with 
one side slightly slipped ... An ample erect figure”3. Many observers spoke of her as having the appearance of a 
peasant. Dent adds, “Her voice was about the most disagreeable that I have ever heard issue from female lips. 
...The ugly aspects of her, her close-fistedness and her harsh and almost offensive manner of speaking, were the 
results of her environment.”4 The crucial change in Baylis’s life came in 1897 when she was invited to assist her 
aunt, Emma Cons, who was then manager of the Old Vic. She remained there for the next 40 years, becoming 
manager herself when her aunt died in 1912. 
 The Old Vic (originally the Royal Coburg Theatre and subsequently the Royal Victoria) opened in 1818 
and had become the home of bloodthirsty melodramas before it ceased to be licensed as a theatre in 1880. On 
Boxing Day, 1880, the building reopened as the Coffee Music Hall. This was part of a then-current movement 
intended to improve the lives of the working class by offering entertainment within the framework of the 
temperance movement. Henry Mayhew, in volume one of his London Labour and the London Poor, had argued 
that if the poor were to be lifted out of “the moral mire in which they were wallowing, the first step must be to 
provide them wholesome entertainment.” As manager of the Coffee Music Hall, Emma Cons sought to provide 
“purified entertainment, which shall amuse without degrading, and to which men and women may take their wives 
and children without shaming or harming them.5” From the time it reopened in 1880, the Old Vic served no 
alcohol for the next 50 years. 
 There can be no understanding of the Old Vic under Lilian Baylis without awareness of one guiding 
principle: the theatre exists to provide uplifting entertainment of a high order for the working class in an 
atmosphere free from alcohol and corrupt language or behavior. Later characterizations of her  as  autocratic  and  
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dictatorial  and  as  insistent  on  personally  approving everything at the Old Vic stemmed in large part from her 
determination to insure that these convictions were not betrayed. 
 To understand Baylis’s behavior throughout her managerial career, we must remember that the Old Vic 
was a charitable institution. In 1891 the Old Vic property had been purchased from its previous owners and at the 
time became the responsibility of the London Charity Commissioners. As the Royal Victoria Hall Foundation, it 
was under the authority of a board of governors, and dedicated to “the benefit and enjoyment of the people 
forever.”6 Baylis, while serving as manager of the Old Vic for some 40 years, did so as an employee on a weekly 
salary7. The foundation seldom interfered and she was allowed (even expected) to exert a rather firm authority over 
every aspect of the Old Vic’s work. 
 At the end of the 19th century, the Old Vic was surrounded by a near-slum neighborhood and it was to this 
audience that Miss Baylis and the foundation catered. She was contemptuous of West End audiences, which she 
called uppity. She was convinced that she was doing God’s work, and whenever difficulties arose, she went to her 
office and prayed. She frequently spoke of having had conversations with God and as following the instructions of 
God. Whenever the theatre was rescued from its perennial problems (most of them financial), she attributed the 
reprieve to God’s support. Dame Sybil Thorndike quotes her as saying, “Church and stage - same thing - should 
be.”8  Baylis apparently convinced herself that what God wanted was for her to provide the working classes with 
the best and most uplifting entertainment, which she came to equate with opera and Shakespeare, and that 
anything less would be contrary to God’s will. No matter how bad things got, she held on to this conviction and 
was always willing to do whatever was required to sustain it. 
 The Old Vic ceased to be a music hall and became a licensed theatre in 1912, the year that Emma Cons 
died and Lilian Baylis became the official manager. The rules governing music halls and theatres were quite 
different in that music halls were not allowed to present full- length plays. Dramatic sketches could be presented 
but they had to be separated from each other by some type of variety entertainment and there could be no continuity 
from one sketch to another. When the Old Vic made the transition from music hall to theatre, Miss Baylis had no 
experience with producing plays and little familiarity with drama of any sort. She liked opera and when the Old 
Vic was a music hall had regularly presented excerpts from well-known operas, always translated into English. 
After 1912, when the Old Vic was authorized to present both plays and operas, neither was ever absent from the 
theatre’s programming until the mid-1930s, when opera was confined to the more recently acquired Sadler’s 
Wells. 
 That the Old Vic became the principal home of Shakespeare in London between the two world wars was a 
minor miracle. In 1912 Miss Baylis apparently had never seen or read a play by Shakespeare, but after her advisors 
convinced her that Shakespeare’s was the most uplifting drama, she set out to present it, though at first the 
audiences  remained  thin  and skeptical, unlike those for opera which was always well attended. The first full 
season of productions at the Old Vic, in 1914-15, included 16 operas and 16 plays all presented within a period of 
30 weeks. Opera and drama were each assigned two days each week, and, though the allotment of time changed 
somewhat in later years, the two dramatic forms continued to alternate into the 1930s. As Richard Findlater 
remarks: in 1914 “both Lilian Baylis and the Old Vic might well have appeared to be ludicrously ill equipped ... 
for establishing in the capital under one roof ‘the home of Shakespeare and opera in English.’ For any London 
theatre to attempt so vastly ambitious a task with no state grant, civic aid or private fortune behind it would have 
been wildly audacious at any period. For the Royal Victoria Hall to try it, [during the first] world war, seems in 
retrospect a kind of sublime insanity, a mad courage robbed of magnificence only by the apparent inability of Miss 
Baylis ... to recognize its [enormity]”9. More than anything else, this inability to be intimidated by, or even to 
recognize, such obstacles explains Baylis’ success. She consulted with God and then went on, having accepted that 
obstacles were merely tests of her commitment and faith. 
 During the season of 1914-15, Baylis formed an alliance with Ben Greet, perhaps the greatest influence 
upon her conception of how Shakespeare could be staged with minimal resources. When Greet came to the Old 
Vic, he had thirty-five years of experience behind him in England and America. During much of that time he had 
headed a touring company (often performing out of doors or in minimally equipped interior spaces such as 
gymnasiums). His approach reflected many of William Poel’s ideas about Shakespearean staging, especially the 
necessity of returning to the conventions of the Elizabethean Theatre. With Poel he had staged the first modern 
production of Everyman, which for many years was to be performed annually at the Old Vic during Lent.  It was 
Greet who showed Baylis how to stage Shakespeare on a shoestring, using minimal scenery and a scant wardrobe. 
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The same scenic pieces and the same costumes appeared over and over. Some of those who worked with Greet at 
the Old Vic felt that he actually enjoyed having to find makeshift solutions to problems that would have 
overwhelmed others. Without this spirit of improvisation, the Old Vic could never have presented so many 
different plays and operas. What Baylis learned from Greet dominated her thinking about how to mount a season of 
plays for the next 20 years and made her resist approving what she considered to be unnecessary expenditures. 
 What Greet taught her (largely by example) is reminiscent of managerial practices dating back to 
Shakespeare’s time. The goal was not to achieve a long run but to change the theatre’s offerings often enough to 
keep the same basic audience returning. That the plays were presented more or less straightforwardly with no 
concern for novel interpretations, meant that actors could easily move from one company to another and fit into a 
production with minimal (sometimes no) rehearsal. The Old Vic. could not afford understudies and examples of 
impromptu casting are numerous. Beatrice Wilson tells of receiving a telegram in 1916 begging her to fill in for an 
indisposed actress who had been playing Viola in Twelfth Night. But she did not get the telegram until less than an 
hour before the performance was to begin. Rather than declining the summons, she phoned back suggesting that 
she switch roles with Sybil Thorndike and play Olivia, who enters later in the play. Her plan was accepted. She 
reached the theatre just as the curtain rose and the performance proceeded without incident.10 Apparently similar 
last-minute substitutions were common. 
 Each season the Old Vic hired a core of actors many of whom had previously played the roles they were 
assigned or who could learn a role quickly. The roles around them were filled by beginners, some of whom  worked 
for no or little pay. Many actors who subsequently became famous went to the Old Vic because it offered the 
opportunity to play a large number of varied roles in the course of a season. Edith Evans, later to be Dame Edith, 
tells how after appearing rather unsuccessfully in A MidsummerNight’s Dream in the West End, she felt it 
necessary to find out how to play Shakespeare. “The only place I knew where Shakespeare was played consistently 
was the Old Vic,” and she was able to secure a season’s contract for 1925-26, during which she played Portia, 
Queen Margaret, Katherine, Rosalind, Cleopatra, Mariana in Measure for Measure, Beatrice, and the Nurse in 
Romeo and Juliet. She comments: “A season at the Vic can do more than anything I know to break down the 
shyness and inhibitions that are such a holding back to an actor’s development ... You launch one big part one 
night and the next morning you start work on another”11. John Gielgud made his professional debut at the Old Vic 
in 1921-22 with one line in Henry V and walk-on roles in four other plays, but almost a decade later he still felt the 
need for depth of experience in playing Shakespeare and he returned there in 1929 as the leading actor for two 
seasons. Among the roles he played were Romeo, Antonio in The Merchant of Venice, Richard II, Oberon, Mark 
Anthony, Orlando, Macbeth, Hamlet (in an uncut version), Hotspur, Prospero, Malvolio, Benedick, and Lear, plus 
a number of non-Shakespearean roles.12 He appeared in a new production every three weeks (In the early 1920s, a 
new play was done every two weeks.) Gielgud later wrote: “My two seasons at the Old Vic . ...  enabled me to 
practice a considerable amount of impersonation and also developed my vocal range. I was thus ... better equipped 
for a variety of different kinds of work after I left the Vic.”13  Harcourt Williams who directed Gielgud, states that 
two years at the Old Vic saved Gielgud at least six years of study14. Evans and Gielgud were  not alone in choosing 
to work at the Old Vic for the sake of training and experience. Others included Sybil Thorndike, Ralph 
Richardson, Peggy Ashcroft, Laurence Olivier, Alec Guinness, Michael Redgrave, and many others.15  Because of 
doubling, inexperienced actors performed countless roles in nine months.16 
 Through the 1920s the Old Vic operated on a strict schedule. Each season was divided into two parts, and 
the works to be presented were announced in advance and nothing could alter the schedule. No play, however 
successful, was given for more than 12 performances and opera was always presented 10 times each month. In 
each of the seasons of 1916-17 and 1917-18, 26 plays, almost all by Shakespeare, were presented. All were directed 
by Ben Greet. Baylis had little to do with actual production, although she had veto power over almost everything 
and all expenditures had to be authorized by her. She was frequently at war with her directors and only one lasted 
beyond four seasons. Disagreements and shouting matches were common as directors sought to alter some 
practices and to make innovations. The directors won some of the battles but it was always a struggle. 
Nevertheless, the quality of the productions undoubtedly owed more to the directors than to Baylis, but, despite the 
intense schedules and disagreements, the directors usually ended by respecting Baylis even if they did not always 
see eye to eye with her. Ben Greet was succeeded by Robert Atkins, who in turn was followed by Andrew Leigh, 
Harcourt Williams, and ultimately, Tyrone Guthrie, who became manager of the Old Vic and Sadler’s Wells when 
Baylis died in 1937. All of these directors steadily raised the quality of performance, sometimes despite Baylis. 
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 The increased quality owed much to the reduction in the number of plays presented each year. In 1931-32, 
only 10 plays were presented, as compared to the 26 that Ben Greet had directed in 1917-18. Still, in most seasons 
the same director mounted all of the plays. Baylis hired the director and then, in consultation, they hired a 
company for each season and agreed upon the plays to be produced. The directors usually got their way about the 
company and plays, but not always, and final approval could be given only by Baylis. 
 By 1923, the 300th anniversary of the First Folio’s publication, the Old Vic had staged all of 
Shakespeare’s plays, the first time that any English company had done so. Partially for this reason, Baylis was 
awarded an honorary Master of Arts degree by Oxford University in 1924. Since Oxford had never before honored 
a theatre professional, it was thought by some that Oxford was “signaling its approval of good works rather than 
good shows, of educational effort rather than managerial flair”.17 This honor was also unusual since Baylis was 
only the second woman to have been awarded an honorary degree by Oxford.  (The first was Queen Mary, the wife 
of George V).  Baylis was very proud of this recognition and she donned her academic gown at all the Old Vic’s 
numerous functions throughout the rest of her career. Other honors also came her way. The Old Vic had been 
invited by Cambridge University to perform Everyman there earlier in 1924, and in 1934 Baylis was awarded an 
honorary Doctor of Laws by the University of Birmingham. In 1929 the King’s New Year’s list included her name 
among the Order  of  the  Companions  of  Honour.   The  Old  Vic  also  received  foreign recognition. In 1920-21, 
it was invited to appear in Belgium, where it gave six performances, one with the King and Queen in attendance,18 
and in 1937 it was invited to present Hamlet at Elsinore with the Danish Royal family in attendance and Olivier in 
the title role.19  
 The steady growth of the Old Vic’s reputation from 1915 onward is explained partially by the decline of 
productions of Shakespeare in the West End. The traditional actor-manager system, under which a major actor 
maintained a company in which he was the star, virtually ended when Herbert Beerbohm Tree retired in 1915, and 
after World War I, the West End came to resemble Broadway with its productions aimed at achieving long runs. 
Occasional productions of Shakespeare were still produced but they depended primarily on starring actors to attract 
an audience. The only theatre in London that consistently and continuously presented Shakespeare was the Old 
Vic. Because of this it attracted much more attention than it would have had West End theatres produced more 
plays by Shakespeare. Baylis did not want the West End kind of theatre goer in her theatre. The price of gallery 
seats at the Old Vic were set as low as possible so that the working class could afford to attend. This audience was 
the backbone of the theatre, or so Baylis liked to think until the 1930s, when a more sophisticated audience began 
to dominate. 
 The Old Vic did not draw audiences because it mounted the plays lavishly. Attempts to improve scenery 
and costumes were major sources of conflict between Baylis and her directors. The emphasis in productions was on 
the text and the actor, on clarity of diction, audibility, and comprehensibility of the dramatic action. Old Vic 
audiences were not easy to win over. Edith Evans reports her inability to connect with the audience until her third 
play. She found that the audiences there were discriminating and that they only became supportive and enthusiastic 
once the actors proved they could do their job. One of the most often made statements by actors concern the 
attentiveness and lack of pretense among this audience to which many actors came thinking they were to play for 
bumpkins. Baylis wanted the theatre to be filled with the right kind of people: “Poor, deserving, and preferably 
local;  [and]  the  right kind of artists, putting Service, Beauty and the People, (plus, if possible God) before their 
own salaries and careers.”20 
 The Old Vic was more than a theatre to Baylis. It became something of a community center, encouraged 
by several rituals each season. On the first night of the season, there was a party for audience, actors and staff, 
during which new members of the company were introduced and the season’s program was described. 
Refreshments were served to everyone. Similarly there was a celebration at Christmas, on Twelfth Night, on 
Shakespeare’s birthday (which included guest performers and excerpts from plays not in the season’s repertory); 
there was also a last night party to which audience members brought gifts to the company and during which Baylis 
described the next season and said farewell to members of the company who were leaving. Harcourt Williams 
reports that the Shakespeare Birthday celebration and the last night celebration were always sold out months in 
advance.21 Doris Westwood, a beginning actress, has left a lengthy description of a Twelfth Night celebration in 
1924 - “the Jabberwock Christmas Tree Fund’ party [for] five hundred children.” Her account of feeding and then 
distributing presents to all of these children ends with: “It was a triumphant afternoon ... not only from the 
children’s point of view, but from the view-point of those who watched.”22 In other words, Baylis sought to make 
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the audience feel that the Old Vic was its theatre, and she went a long way toward achieving that goal. 
 If this sounds rather rosy, it does not begin to communicate the difficulties under which the theatre 
labored or suggest its constant financial distress. First, the building itself presented ongoing problems. Those of 
you who have attended the Old Vic might be surprised to learn that the foyer was not controlled by the theatre 
company. It was occupied by a catering firm called Pearce and Plenty until 1927 and thus the present-day lobby 
was not available as an entrance to the house or as the location of the box office until 1928.23 
 More troublesome, however, was the presence of Morley College, which was also housed in the Old Vic 
structure from the time of the college’s creation in 1889 until 1924. Since the college and the Old Vic were equal 
partners in the charter issued by the Charity Commissioners, the college’s claim to space in the Old Vic. building 
was as valid as the theatre company’s. Morley College’s classes proceeded not only during the daytime but even 
more of its activities came during the evening performances since it catered to workers who could attend only in 
the evening. On most evenings about 1,000 students were scattered throughout the building. With the exception of 
the stage, the College took over virtually all available space.24 As a result, “dressing rooms as understood in other 
theatres were non-existent; the men of the company crowded into narrow slits without running water. The women 
dressed in the saloon, and all quick changes had to be made at stage level, while the stage-hands looked the other 
way. Principals were occasionally allowed to share Miss Baylis’s office, and for large-cast plays the male supers 
were banished to an upper box, making their way backstage through the front of the house and pass-door.”25 The 
college occupied the space both above and beneath the stage, so that neither flying nor floor traps were available. 
The Old Vic Governors put pressure on their Morley College colleagues to find accommodations elsewhere but this 
went unanswered until they agreed to move if the Old Vic would raise the funds needed to purchase another 
building for the College. After constant begging by Baylis, funds were finally forthcoming in 1924, and in 1925, 
the two institutions that had operated under a common charter since 1891 were formally separated. The new 
charter stated the purpose of the Old Vic as “to provide in the theatre high-class drama, especially the plays of 
Shakespeare, and high-class opera or lectures, musical, and other entertainments and exhibitions suited for the 
recreation and instruction of the poorer classes of the former County of London.”26 
 It was not only the shortage of space but also the nature of the space that created problems during the 
years when the Old Vic had shared the building with Morley College. The stage was still equipped with grooves for 
changing scenery, a standard mode of shifting sets in the 19th century but abandoned by other London theatres by 
the early 20th century. Baylis was skeptical about removing the grooves, since she thought any new method would 
increase expenses. But her attitude was sufficiently ambivalent that in 1919 the stage personnel, pretending that 
they thought they were following her wishes, removed the grooves at night when Baylis was away from the theatre. 
There was no scene dock or paint room. There were no rehearsal rooms or much time for rehearsals. The acting 
company and the opera company, working in isolation from each other, competed for space and resources. In the 
auditorium, there was sawdust on the floor and most of the seats were wooden benches covered with red oil-
cloth.27. 
 After Morley College was removed from the Old Vic., the London County Council insisted that the Old 
Vic building be brought up to safety standards. Thus, it was not until 1924-25, under orders from safety inspectors, 
that gas lighting used for stage and auditorium were replaced with electricity - a change that had been made by 
most theatres at the beginning of the century.28  The renovations that the London County Council demanded went 
far beyond lighting and included much of the building’s structure as well. Funds, of course, had to be raised for 
this and the theatre was closed for a time in 1927 while the building was renovated. When it was reopened in 1928 
most of the physical problems had been remedied. There were now provisions for flying scenery, dressing rooms 
with running water, a wardrobe and workrooms on the premises, and several other improvements. Nevertheless, 
many logistical problems remained because of the conflicting demands of the two companies.29 
 Considering  the trouble  Baylis had in  raising the  funds to  get rid of Morley College and for 
renovations of the Old Vic structure, one might think that she would welcome a rest. But she had already started 
on a new project that would consume most of her energies for the rest of her life. As early as 1915, Baylis had the 
dream of opening an additional theatre on the order of the Old Vic in another part of London where she thought a 
workers’ theatre was needed. The opportunity presented itself in 1925 when the Sadler’s Wells property became 
available. Sadler’s Wells had been a theatre since the 18th century, and during the mid-19th century had been the 
home of Samuel Phelps’s company, which achieved success as a home for Shakespeare not unlike that of the Old 
Vic in the 1920s. But in the last part of the 19th century, Sadler’s Wells had declined and was closed in 1914. It 
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remained empty until the property was bought in 1925.30 At that time, it became a non-profit foundation under the 
Charity commissioners who made it available to the Old Vic’s opera and drama companies. Although it had been 
easy to acquire the property, money to rebuild the theatre was not forthcoming and Baylis devoted much of her 
time for the next five years to raising the necessary funds. It ultimately cost more than twice as much as the 
original estimate.31  
 It was through Sadler’s Wells that Baylis was to make her contribution to ballet. The idea of creating a 
ballet company was clearly not among Baylis’s plans, but gradually she accepted the challenge and ultimately it 
was to be one of her major accomplishments. There had been dancing at the Old Vic, of course, in a number of 
Shakespeare’s plays and in operas, but no great stress was placed on it. Then, in 1926, Ninette de Valois, who had 
danced in Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, and in other companies, opened a dance school in London called the 
Academy of Choreographic Art. Feeling that her dancers needed stage experience, she set out to form an alliance 
with an acting company. After being rejected by others, she decided on “the formation of a British Ballet through 
the good offices of the Old Vic.” 32  To everyone’s surprise, Baylis and de Valois liked each other immediately, and 
de Valois agreed to stage dances for Shakespearean productions, to give basic training to the unpaid performers 
who danced in the operas, and to work with the drama students. After only a half-hour conference, Baylis 
announced: “Ninette de Valois is going to form a ballet company for us. When we open at the Wells, it will be on a 
whole-time basis.” It was to be five years before Sadler’s Wells opened, and meantime de Valois gained 
considerable experience as a choreographer, teacher, and administrator. It may be of interest to this audience that 
de Valois put Rosalind Iden, daughter of B. Iden Payne, in charge of dance classes at the Old Vic, where de 
Valois’s dancers appeared in the Shakespeare and opera productions. By 1928, de Valois was staging short ballets 
as curtain raisers of some productions, and in 1931 the first full evening of ballet was presented - and to a full 
house - at the Old Vic. 
 Sadler’s Wells did not open until January, 1931. The inaugural production was Twelfth  Night,  in which  
John  Gielgud  played  Malvolio and Ralph Richardson Sir Toby Belch. Baylis considered the Sadler’s Wells a 
means to realize her dream that her companies could perform full time without encroaching on each other. 
Originally the plan was that every two weeks the drama company and the opera/ballet companies would swap 
theatres, so that both theatres hosted all of the productions for an equal number of performances. It soon became 
clear that the Sadler Wells audience were not much interested in plays whereas the Old Vic audiences preferred 
them. Various ways of dividing up the time between the two theatres were tried but none proved satisfactory. The 
many changes in scheduling only served to confuse audiences about what was playing where. The transportation 
expenses for moving productions between theatres also were very large. Surprisingly, Baylis seems not to have 
foreseen that performing both drama and opera every night would double the number of performances and with 
them the overall expense. Considerable debt accumulated as Baylis persisted in keeping ticket prices low to 
accommodate working-class spectators. For a long time, she refused to accept that her audiences were no longer 
primarily drawn from the working classes, but she never fully adjusted to that fact. 
 The ballet company rapidly became very successful. By 1932-33 it was performing two evenings each 
week, and as the size of the company grew its productions became more ambitious. It gave the first performances 
in England of Giselle, The Nutcracker, and Swan Lake. By 1937, the company numbered 20 women and 10 men, 
two choreographers, a resident conductor, and a school with 40 students. By that time, the ballet more than paid 
for itself and was helping to support the opera company. 
 As far as opera was concerned, 50 different works were staged between 1931 and 1937, whereas only 
about 30 had been staged during all the years before 1931. For the first time in London, opera was available almost 
every night for eight months of the year.33 
 The staging of plays also changed considerably, especially beginning in 1933-34, when Tyrone Guthrie, 
by then noted for his novel interpretations of play scripts, became the director. During that season he presented 
only seven plays, but perhaps more significantly, he imported several well known actors and designers from the 
West End. Despite the success with audiences, Baylis let him go after one season, since she disapproved of the 
West End influence and the audiences it attracted. But after two years she invited Guthrie back in 1936-37, and it 
was he who succeeded her as manager of both the Old Vic and Sadler’s Wells when she died in 1937. Reinstating 
Guthrie was probably an indication that Baylis knew that what her theatres needed had changed. 
 I suspect that Baylis herself had also changed substantially. Her belief that she could seriously affect 
working class audiences through theatre must  
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have rubbed off on her as well, since she was scarcely more sophisticated about the theatre than they were. If, as it 
is reported, she did not know Shakespeare’s work when she began in 1914, she must have learned a lot during the 
next 20 years. Supposedly she saw parts of every performance and she saw every play in its entirety more than 
once. By 1923, she had been exposed to the entire Shakespeare Canon, and many of those plays were repeated 
several times between 1914 and 1937. She also was exposed to well over 75 operas, and various ballets. It is 
unclear how discriminating her taste was but if we accept her own philosophy about the power of great works to 
uplift audiences, it seems unreasonable to suppose that by the mid-1930s she was still the rather uncouth and 
artistically ignorant woman she apparently was in 1914. 
 Perhaps her exit came at the right time. The Old Vic of 1937 was quite different from the Old Vic of 
1914. Rather than being looked on as an upstart novelty, it was now honored as one of the most important theatres 
in England, and Sadler’s Wells was attracting a sophisticated audience quite different from the one Baylis had 
pledged to serve. By 1937, she undoubtedly knew that among her theatres’ patrons the working class was now in 
the minority. But she increasingly believed that her theatres were superior and she encouraged the idea then being 
floated that the Old Vic and Sadler’s Wells were for all practical purposes the National theatres of Britain. Dennis 
Arundel reports her as saying during the 1936-37 season: “I don’t care - about the National Theatre. When I think 
of all the work that has been done by our three companies ... I know we are the National Theatre.”34 Such talk 
about Baylis’s companies persisted until National theatres actually began to be established after the second World 
War. It was her companies more than any others that were the bases on which the Royal Ballet, the English 
National Opera, and the National Theatre were built. The National Theatre took over the Old Vic theatre in 1963 
and played there until 1976. Its last performance at the Old Vic (on 28 February 1976) was Tribute to the Lady: an 
Impression of the Life and Work of Lilian Baylis, edited and produced by Val May, with Peggy Ashcroft 
impersonating Baylis. This performance was attended by many of those who had worked with Baylis, among them 
Gielgud, Richardson, Olivier, and Sybil Thorndike. 
 The post World War II histories of the drama, opera, and ballet companies that Baylis fought to sustain 
were not always peaceful, but they attained a status that would no doubt have been very satisfying to her. How 
much credit she deserves for the success of these companies in the post war world is debatable, but it seems clear 
that in the years between 1914 and 1937 they would not have survived without her. Edward J. Dent, who worked 
with the Old Vic and Sadler’s Wells for many years, writes: “I at first formed the opinion that the only rational 
development of”... these companies... “lay in the removal of Miss Baylis” ... but... “after gaining a more intimate 
acquaintance with [the theatres’] workings, I gradually became converted to the view that whoever else might be 
recommended for removal, she was the one person whose presence was indispensable.”35 
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